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The cash register is based on a touch tablet with Android and advanced, intuitive software. The cash register was designed with the use of the latest 
technologies by experienced engineers, the best in the industry. The device has been awarded with the prestigious Poland Now Promotional Emblem in the 
category of innovative products. This is a solid argument for choosing this device to run your business. Use it as you prefer. The touch-sensitive screen 
makes every activity using the NEXT cash register very easy. We have also not given up on the traditional physical keyboard. Thus, the user can freely 
change the method of operation. Intuitive and configurable software of the NEXT cash register allows for customising the appearance of the sales window 
in terms of functions and button colours. You can freely assign a function to each of the fields on the cash register's screen - it can be any cash register 
function or a quick sale item. It issues invoices and corrections, return documents, supports adding notes and customer IDs. Easy reporting, inventory, 
open bills and compatibility with the NoviCloud cloud system. 

NEW TECHNOLOGY MEANS MORE FUNCTIONALITY A full on-screen keyboard, the same as found on tablets or computers, makes it quick and very easy 
to edit all the cash register parameters. Registering merchandise and clients, issuing invoices and sending them via e-mail, easy editing and parking of 
receipts are just some of the features of the NEXT cash register that you will not find in other cash registers. We wanted to give our clients something new, 
better, something that they will use effectively and with pleasure. 

MANAGE YOUR BUSINESS THROUGH A CASH REGISTER Reports for receipts and invoices, payment methods, fiscal and non-fiscal sales reports, cashier 
and inventory reports. With the Novitus NEXT cash register you will quickly gain access to the business data you are interested in. You will analyse the 
efficiency of cashiers, the sales of each product separately, or the entire inventory in any selected period. Novitus NEXT Online knows everything about 
reports helpful in business. Create sales reports and analyse all the data from your cash registers and parameters of your business in an even easier way 
using the NoviCloud service. It is an innovative cloud application available in a web browser. Archive the cash register database in NoviCloud for the safety 
of your data and use the functionality of the NoviCloud cloud for business monitoring and management from anywhere in the world. Use the functionality 
of the NEXT cash register and NoviCloud services effectively and always be one step ahead of the competition. 

PRINT COMFORTABLY AND QUICKLY The Japanese printing mechanism with a paper cutter ensures super fast printing, ease of use and durability. Just 
put in a roll and return to work immediately. Don't tear the paper, the cutter will do it for you. VERSATILE COMMUNICATION - The NEXT cash register has all 
the necessary communication connectors to which you can connect anything you may need at a professional sales stand. The standard LAN port ensures 
seamless connectivity with the Internet and external sales systems. You can also use an external WiFi or GSM modem connected optionally to the USB 
port. Add any peripherals and connect with the world. More at www.next.novitus.pl 
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Data parameters
Number of products  without limitation
Number of PTU rates  7 
Number of cashiers  without limitation
Product name  40 characters
Euro currency support  yes (multi-currency)

Printing Mechanism
Type   thermical, „drop in and work” mode
Paper width • roller lenght 57 mm • 60 m

Keyboard
Type   switch and touch panel
Number of buttons  20

Displays
Client   graphic LCD, black-white, 132x32 pixels
Cashier   7” TFT, 480x800 pixels with touch panel

Interfaces
Communication connection 1x LAN (Ethernet),1x USB host, 1x USB OTG, 3 x RS232, Micro
   HDMI, audio
Cooperation with devices WiFi dongle, Bluetooth dongle, GSM dongle, computer RS232 /
   USB / LAN, scanner RS232, scanner USB, weight, multiplexer, EFT
   terminal (RS, LAN), pin pad, monitoring, GPRS modem, USB
   keyboard, flash disk
Cash drawer control  yes, 6-24 V

Power supply
External   External power supply 230 V / 12 V; 2 A
Interial   Built-in gel battery 7,4 V; 2 Ah

Dimensions
Weight
Width/Height/Depth

1,8kg
262 x 96 x 242 mm

            

Novitus – Retail Technology Center

Novitus is a brand of professional solutions for trade, services and logistics. We support your business by providing 
the best fiscal devices on the market as well as advanced sales systems and software. Novitus brand belongs to 
Comp SA, the leader of secure IT solutions.
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